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A confession box, as self explanatory as it sounds, is a box full of confessions, or more philo-
sophically known as the “black hole of lies” (press f to pay respect to stephen hawkings). 
placed in multiple committees, it laid bare the vulnerability and insecurities of modern youth. 
Ranging from shameless hearts to heaven-denying vulgarity that would make trump “the 
legend himselft” proud, the chits inside certainly left us in a blend of laughter and disgust. 
curious to know the details? keep reading the lamun digest!



the kashmir debate:
heatead as always!

  Day 2 - lamun digest

Starting off another hectic day at unsc, 
the delegates dragged themselves to their  
committee rooms. Delegates of Syria, USA 
and Russia talked about how India has 
killed hundreds of Kashmiris using cluster 
bombs and plebiscite. Opposing this, dele-
gate of India explained the need of cross-
ing the LOC and exactly why the Pulwama 
incident took place.
The break seemed to refreshen the delegates 
as they pleaded the chairs for an entair-
tainment session. Chair Bassam Ahmad was 
titled the most “handsome” where as the 
logistics member was termed 'the cutest'. 
Following this, the delagate of France 
expressed her concern about Kashmir being 
'at peace'. USA in response to this talked 
about being neutral . 
Adieu for now, but gear yourselves up for 
the soothing soul-searching Qawali Night.

have some confessions:
“Is Iraq single”
“The chair of PNA is hot”
“The chair DISEC looks like Hassan    
Minhaj”
“AD Publications is hot”

for sochum, 
today started off 
with the chair 
talking about 
how they needed a 
direction for the 
committee. The 
Logistics team  
were seen running 
around getting 
water and passing around chits, exhausted!
All you could observe in the committee 
session on the second day was a mixture of 
bewildered and overly enthusiastic faces. 
The highlight of the day would surely be 
the delegate of Iraq flaunting his accent 
and posing for pictures whenever a 
member of the media team entered the 
room.The quiet delegates were called upon 
and asked to speak up by the chairs but all 
they did was nervously smile and shy away.

iraq’s got style!



the end, half of the 'oh so' revved up dele-
gates began to regret seeing how they had 
messed up their arguments.  

a surprisingly normal committee session

  Day 2 - lamun digest

The second day at specpol began with much 
vigour and display of determination by the 
already revved up delegates but it soon died 
down as the committee sessions progressed 
on with sheer monotony. 
The delegates while being able to agree on 
certain decisions, majorly remained insistent 
on personal stances.

The chairs made attempts to carry on the 
committee by granting the privilege of sev-
eral unmoderated caucuses. However, cer-
tain stances  gradually started to be estab-
lished as the delegates of USA, Australia and-
Saudi Arabia started to develop their blocs 

on the basis of their support on neo-coloni-
sation. 
All-in-all, todays sessions had potential for 
more prospects. Lets hope tomorrow’s 
sessions yields something more concrete.

Host team and hot hands!
The host team had an epic game of “Hot Hands” in the library where no one was willing 
to give up till the end! The host team cheered each other on. They also chanted “GMK” 
whilst the poor (not really) logi boy was throttled by the head of host team’s devas-
tating blows. AD publications, head of host team and Director socials managed to 
survive till the end but unfortunately the game was disrupted by Miss Saadia. Let’s just 
say she was not impressed by the oh so mature host team.

“Oye meri baat suno yaar”
Day 2 in WHO started off with the GSL and the 
committee competed fiercely as the motivated 
delegates tried to cope up with the pres-
sure.Healthy discussions took place which 
led to delegates speaking on how vaccines 
are the reason lives are saved.
The moment that the unmmoderate caucus 
was announced, delegates went wild. All hell 
broke loose before the chair completed his 
sentence (cue in "oye meri baat suno yaar" 
and the delegate of China screamed "CIRCLE 
EVERYONE!"..delegates abide by the command).
As the third committee proceeded towards 

have a couple more
confessions:
“Yaar yeh Jahaz Sahab kon hai”
“Have a huge crush on AD Logi(the 
one with the hairband)
“France cute Hai”
“AC boy looking like James Frickin 



a flood of ptsd and poverty: undp

FOOD OVER DEBATE!

  Day 2 - lamun digest

Discussion revolved around the rehabillitation of internationally contested areas. Much to 
the chargin of a few overtly diligent members, UNDP as a whole has yet to make any concrete 
progress, lest even establish any sizeable factions with solidified stances. The population has 
split into a number of minute splinter groups which have been tossing aimless motions onto 
the floor in (what I perceive to be) their buying time until they have realised their own stances.

Some highlights would include the initial touching upon 
the significance of dealing with the residents of these 
areas, most afflicted with PTSD and poverty, and the call 
for the committee to move in a productive trajectory. 
These points lost most of their meaning as they were par-
roted by the rest of the delegates, word for word, for the 
better part of 45 minutes.

As soon as the food stalls were set up, all the 
members of the LAMUN- host team and dele-
gates alike went completely crazy. You know 
the committee session had ended when you 
could hear the shouting and screaming of 
the hunger driven racoons. 
The people were frustrated and ready to kill, 
but once they took one big, wholesome bite 
into their food, every emotion was put on 
pause – for the love of food. Oh and there was 
no sharing involved to the dismay of the 
starved host team
On the bright side , the famished host was 
blessed with free food which was the basical-
ly the highlight of the entire day (only for the 
host team)

a declaration of
war?!!
The entire committee of disec was torn 
between constant arguments made by 
the delegates of Russia and China. The 
bickering was immediately resolved after 
they started discussions about working 
papers. 
The most interesting happening of today 
in disec was when the chairs made the del-
egate of USA propose to the delegate of 
Russia which was generously rejected-
much to the amusement of the entire 

saving the best for last:
remaining confessions
“There is no one hot in UNHRC”
“I like my boy best friend. What 
should I do”
“The delegate of China is very 
pretty”



pna: a new party!
10 AM, the very first committee 
session of the day starts. While some 
might expect the delegates to look 
drowsy considering the time of the 
day, they looked rather energised 
ready for an exchange of views. The  
prime minister of Pakistan addressed 
the committee but like any parlia-
ment his address was received by a 
bunch of "shames" from the opposi-
tion.
As the session moved forward, crisis 
updates were introduced and dele-
gates took part in heated debate 
through out.
Such was the integrity of the commit-
tee that 7 delegates resigned from 
their seats and a new party was 
formed.
The chair was even compelled to 
point out that the delegates were 

  Day 2 - lamun digest

one word: boredom
The second committee session of unhrc 
kicked off with all the delegates engaging 
into deep conversation about the topic. 
Some  even argued and fought whilst failing 
to reach a common solution. Stalemate was 
inevitable. The topic remained mainly the 

same . The delegates were confident and 
surely knew their facts and performed 
better than ,at least, yesterday. The dele-
gate of UK was seen yawning and almost 
went to sleep due to the exceptionally 
long speeches. Sweet dreams UK. USA again 
managed to impress the chairman with his 
fiery speech and won the support of many 
delegates. The UK finally proceeded to 
enter a heated debate with USA objecting 
to their opinions. At the  end of this com-
motion the chairs seemed bored to death.

committee. the delegate of usa also stood 
out when he so mightily and legitimately 
‘declared war’, throwing even the chairs of 
disec off gaurd with such an abrupt turn of 
events!
All in all, the committee was very sombre 
(except for the spicy entertainment session) 
as all the delegates were purely focused on 
impressing the chairs and winning awards

qawali night: a
night to remember
The cultural night seemed to 
dazzle all delegates as the Qaw-
wal,Ata-e-fateh Ali Khan, intoned 
his heart out to the audience. The 
atmosphere of the courtyard was 
electric and it helped blow off 
some steam, making it an enter-
taining night. The never-ending 
demands for qawali night seemed 
to meet all expectations of the 
audience. 
From “Dil lagayi” to “Afreen” and 
“Taj Daar e haram” , every soul 
present in the hall moved with the 
tune. To capture the night would 
be injustice to it as  it made LAMUN 
V even more special. 
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